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Sammanfattning 
Twitch.tv är en växande livestreaming-plattform, främst inriktad på spel. Streamers 

presenterar sig själva framför en livepublik. Detta leder till nya och intressanta interaktioner. I 

denna studie studerar jag två Twitch.tv livestreamers för att undersöka skillnaderna i 

beteende baserat på den interaktion som förekommer mellan dem och deras publik. 

Streamers publikstorlek varierade. För att undersöka skillnaderna användes följande 

forskningsfråga:  Hur använder två livestreamers Twitch.tv för att interagera med sin 

respektive publik när publikstorleken skiljer sig? För att undersöka detta utfördes över 60 

timmar videoanalys samt en intervju med en av deltagarna. Den insamlade datan 

analyserades med Erving Goffman’s (1990) Dramaturgical-teori.   Resultaten visar på 

skillnader i beteende (Dramatisering samt Idealisering) samt skillnader mellan de båda 

streaminggränssnitten (Scen och kulisser). Båda deltagarna påverkades av förväntningar 

från deras respektive publiker samt skapade framsidor (fronts) för att leva upp till dessa 

förväntningar till uppträdandets fördel. 

Abstract 
Twitch.tv is a growing platform for game related live streaming. Streamers present 

themselves live in front of a live audience, where innovative interactions take place. In this 

study, I looked at two Twitch.tv live streamers with varying audience sizes. The study was 

conducted to better understand the differences in behavior based on their interaction with 

their audiences. The research question was as follows: How do two live streamers, one big 

and one small, interact with their audiences through the use of different features of 

Twitch.tv? To do this I conducted video analyses of over 60 hours worth of streaming data 

as well as one interview with one of the live streaming participants. The gathered data was 

analyzed using Erving Goffman’s (1990) Dramaturgical theory for studying the behaviors 

during the streamers performances. The results show differences in both performance 

behavior (Dramatization and Idealization) as well as differences in their streaming interface 

(Stage and Set pieces). Both streamers where affected by expectations from the audience 

while creating fronts to maintain these expectations for the benefit of the performance.  
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1.Introduction 

User generated content (UGC) sites such as YouTube have grown in popularity, now 

reaching over a billion users worldwide (YouTube. 2017). With the rise of UGC new sites 

and services have emerged. One of these is live streaming where the user creates content 

and at the same time has the opportunity to interact with their audience. One area where live 

streaming has become very popular is within the gaming and growing eSports communities 

(ESA. 2017a). A lot of game related channels exist where people live stream themselves 

playing video games. Twitch.tv is one of the biggest live streaming platforms for game 

related content with 9,7 million users and 2 million streamers (Twitch.tv. 2017). Twitch.tv has 

been the main platform used for major eSports tournaments which attracts huge amount of 

viewers (ESA. 2017b). Twitch.tv categorizes the different streams according to the streams 

content. Recently Twitch.tv have been branching out by adding categories not related to 

games such as Social Eating and IRL (In Real Life). Twitch.tv offers a lot of different ways in 

which the audience can interact with the live streamer. In this study, I looked at the 

differences in behavior between two streamers, one big and one small, in relation to what 

features they use on Twitch.tv. Below follows a summary of the research question and the 

motivations for it. 

 

1.1 Research question 

In order to observe the behaviors of Twitch.tv streamers I had to look at how certain features 

on Twitch.tv were used by these streamers. To compare how the different features are used 

and how different streamers perform based on their audience size I selected two streamers 

as participant for this study. The two streamers conduct different streams and have different 

audience sizes. Hence, the research question is as follows: 

How do two live streamers, one big and one small, interact with their audiences 

through the use of different features of Twitch.tv? 

 

To further understand Twitch.tv as a platform and how it is used by streamers the next 

chapter will cover what Twitch.tv is and what different features exists on the platform. 
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2. About Twitch.tv 

Twitch.tv is a live streaming platform with a focus on game related content. Users can 

register for free and set up a streaming channel, similar to YouTube. On the Twitch.tv home 

page the most popular streams are featured and the most popular categories are shown. In 

the case of Figure 1, see below, the featured streams are from Swedish streamers since 

Twitch.tv detects my location. 

 

 
Figure 1. The Twitch.tv home page (Twitch.tv, 2017). 

2.1 What is live streaming? 

Live streaming is essentially when a person sends a direct feed, usually video and audio, of 

something to a wider audience. Live streaming can be compared with live television 
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broadcasts of sports or other live performances. In the case of live streaming games the 

content primarily focuses on a particular game. A person might be live streaming when they 

play a particular game or a huge tournament of a certain game might be broadcasted to 

thousands of people.  Twitch.tv is a platform where people who want to live stream can 

connect to so that other people can find their broadcasts. It could be compared to a 

television channel which hosts a variety of different programs and events. Twitch.tv 

particularly focuses on gaming streams which are streams where the primary content is 

connected to a game. As mentioned earlier, Twitch.tv is adding new channels which are not 

related to games to further attract more live streamers and viewers.  

2.2 Who streams on Twich.tv? 

Anyone can stream on Twitch.tv as long as they have something to stream and a stable 

internet connection. Sign up is free with added features available for purchase. Since it is so 

easy to stream on Twitch.tv a lot of people do it on a regular basis. There are also streamers 

who can be categorized as ‘full time’ streamers since they stream on a regular basis, several 

times a week. For these people live streaming can be seen as their primary profession, 

although some even have more regular jobs and stream daily during the evenings. There are 

also a lot of professional players who are part of the growing E-sports scene which stream 

their practices and show off their talent while not participating in larger tournaments. 

2.3 How to stream on Twitch.tv 

To be able to stream the user needs some additional software which can record as well as 

encode and send the recorded screen area to the Twitch.tv channel. A lot of broadcasting 

software is freely available such as Open Broadcasting Software (OBS), XSplit and 

Gameshow, to name a few, but these will not be the focus of this paper (Twitch.tv 2014a). 

2.4 Summary of Twitch.tv features 

Twitch.tv offers a range of different interactive and supportive features for their users 

(streamers). These features are integrated into the user's stream and used by their 

audiences for support or other practical benefits. What follows is a short description of the 

most relevant features for this study. This provides a better understanding of why certain 

streamers act what they do and act the way they act. 

2.4.1 Twitch Partners program 

Twitch offers a partnership program for streamers to apply for. The program offers a lot of 

benefits for the streamer and his or her stream. Among the perks that come with being a 

partner include: Additional revenue by enabling subscriptions, subscriber-only perks such as 

badges and chat privileges, access to the broadcast archives and control over video and 

streaming quality, as well as other benefits to be able to run a successful live stream. 

(Twitch.tv. 2014b). 
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2.4.2 Twitch alerts 

Other tools that help enhance the streaming and viewing experience are TwitchAlerts which 

is developed by Twitch.tv. TwitchAlerts is used to display alerts when viewers Subscribe, 

Re-subscribe, Donate, Cheer or Follow the streamers stream. These five actions will be 

described below. The alerts can be customized in different way to include animations, 

sounds as well as text messages from users. There are other applications which further 

customizes and enhances these alerts but they are considered their party and are not 

covered in this study. 

2.4.3 Subscribing 

A viewer of a live stream can choose to subscribe to any streamer who has a partnership 

with Twitch.tv, for a monthly fee (4,99$ per month). The benefits of subscribing can vary but 

primarily it provides an ad free viewing experience. The second biggest reason to subscribe 

is that it provides notifications when a stream goes live. Other subscription based benefits 

include Subscriber-only emotes, Subscriber badges (indicating how long a viewer has been 

subscribed to a streamer), being able to talk if the stream chat is in Subscriber-only mode 

(ibid).  

2.4.4 Re-subscribing 

Re-subscribing occurs when a viewer, who already is subscribed, pays their monthly 

subscription fee. Usually different subscription badges indicate which viewers have been 

subscribed for a long period of time. This can be set up by the live streamer and the badges 

are showed publicly to everyone within the stream chat.  

2.4.5 Donations 

Viewers can donate money directly to the streamer. Donations can vary in amount but for 

the most part remain around 5 to 10 dollars.  

2.4.6 Cheering and Bits 

Cheering is a rather new feature which allows for viewers to show their support in a rather 

unique way. Viewers can perform a Cheer using Bits. Bits act as a form of currency which 

viewers can buy, for real money, and spend on Cheers. The Bits are represented with 

special bit emotes (see Figure 2). Viewers can choose how to distribute their bits when they 

cheer.’ 

 

 
Figure 2. The different Bit emotes that can be used to Cheer on Twitch.tv (Twitch.tv, 2017) 
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When cheering, viewers get special badges to represent how much they have cheered (see 

Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Cheer chat badges available on Twitch.tv (Twitch.tv, 2017) 

 

According to Twitch.tv the Streamer gets a portion of the revenue of each Bit cheered. 

Meaning that when someone cheers it is in a sense similar to a donation. The amount is 

equal to 1 cent per Bit Cheered (Twitch.tv 2014c). 

2.4.7 Following 

Following is a feature where viewers can follow a streamer. When a viewer follows a stream, 

it will show up in the followed section of their profile. This is a great way to keep track of 

different streams. However, following does not cost anything and therefore provides no 

revenue for the streamer.  
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3.Background 

3.1 Twitch.tv background and related studies 

The live streaming site Twitch.tv has been studied across a range of different fields. One 

field which have studied the technical aspects of Twitch.tv is within computer-

communications and networking. Twitch.tv with over 10 million daily visitors and over 2 

million unique streamers per month (Twitch.tv. 2017) has given rise to interesting research 

topics regarding network traffic and quality assurance of live streamed content. Pires and 

Simon (2014) studied the costs and benefits of applying ABR (Adaptive Bitrate) to large live 

streaming sites such as Twitch.tv. They argue that although there are some drawbacks with 

ABR it would provide an improved Quality of Experience (QoE) for the viewers. Their results 

include two strategies for deciding if a channel should use ABR. Their findings show that the 

overall infrastructure cost could be reduced by 40% if using ABR compared to current 

solutions. In another study made by Pires and Simon (2015) they looked at the two most 

popular UGC sites, YouTube and Twitch.tv, and produced a dataset which can be used in 

future research on these sites. Their findings show that both sites generate huge amounts of 

network traffic, with peaks of more than 1Tbps. They also conclude that the popularity of 

these sites was heterogeneous compared to previous studies. Zhang and Liu (2015) studied 

the effects of latency on Twitch.tv in relation to the viewer's interactive experience. Their 

findings reveal that the viewer rates are determined by events as well as broadcasting 

sources. They conclude that there is a disparity between the longer latency from the 

broadcast and the shorter latency from the instant messaging system which has a negative 

effect on the QoE for the viewers. Other researchers have focused on how to study Twitch.tv 

for use in game design. Pan (2016) designed a visualization tool for Twitch.tv called 

TwitchViz. In his study, he shows that TwitchViz is feasible and is a novel way to get insights 

into gameplay related issues using patterns found in the Twitch IRC (Internet Relay Chat). 

Their study concludes that TwitchViz still needs more iterations to solve some of the 

problems expressed by some participants. 

Twitch.tv fosters many communities which focus on different streaming content. 

Twitch.tv primarily focuses on video game related content and therefore several 

communities have emerged. Nascimento et al. (2014) examined the growing video game 

community which is present on Twitch.tv. They propose a model to characterize streamer 

and viewer behavior based on their actions on Twitch.tv. They performed a case study on 

StarCraft 2 (Blizzard Entertainment, 2010) streamers and viewers. Their findings show that 

viewers have clear behavioral patterns, that there is a semantic meaning to channel 

switching and predicting the number of messages sent using a closed formula. Hamilton et 

al. (2014) conducted an ethnographic investigation on the live streaming communities on 

Twitch.tv. Their findings point to that Twtich.tv streams act as virtual third place where 

informal communities form, socialize and participate in the live stream. They conclude their 

findings by providing implications for design of a live mixed-media environment that supports 

participatory online communities. Kaytou et al. (2012) crawled data from Twitch.tv for over 

100 days and propose a characterization of a new Web community. Their results show that 

the number of viewers of a stream evolves in a predictable way, that viewer peaks of certain 

games are explainable and that a Condorcet method can be used to rank streams based on 

popularity. Twitch.tv has certainly created a lot of different communities and different forms 
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of interaction. One example would be the Twitch plays Pokémon experiment (TPP), where 

thousands of viewers attempted to beat the game Pokémon Red (Game Freak, 1996) by 

using chat inputs as the controls. Ramirez (2014) studied the phenomenon of TTP in a case 

study where he used Jim Gee’s (g)ame and (G)ame theory to understand the game and the 

community that formed around it.  

3.2 Game studies and Twitch.tv 

Gandolfi (2016) performed an exploratory study where he looked at the consumption, 

identity and production dimensions of Twitch.tv. He applied a multidisciplinary framework 

including concepts of ‘Circuit of Culture’, ‘diffused audience’ and ‘Immersion’. He produced 

two questionnaires regarding the audience composed concerning gaming culture and related 

habits. He also addressed how the interaction between ‘twitchers’ (live streamers) and 

audiences were handled during video. Gandolfi observed recording of several streaming 

sessions of a variety of games played on Twitch.tv. The audience size varied in these 

sessions from (restricted) less than 100, (medium) 100 to 1000 and (public) more than 1000. 

He divided the games observed based on several categories of Immersion (Challenge-

based, Aesthetical-sensory, Imaginative-fantasy and Emergency-subversive). Based on 

these he selected the games to observe and found different interactions between the 

twitcher (streamer) and his or her audience based on what game was played. Gandolfi 

concludes his study by pointing out the insights that this first exploratory study provides for 

future research. The study provides an outline of patterns and trends of both performers and 

consumers of live streams.  

Smith et al. (2013) looked at the different communities that exist around video game 

spectating, the stakeholders involved and the technology used. These are phenomena of 

activity and passivity. Video games being very active while spectating is more passive. They 

explore and discuss how interactive television merges elements of activity from video 

games. First, they looked at three different communities on Twitch.tv. E-sports, 

Speedrunning and the Let’s play community. Their main focus was on the Let’s play 

community (LP Community). They found a certain malleability between the active and 

passive role of the user's experience. And that these ideas cannot be treated as separate 

entities since the viewing experience is more integrated into the play of a live stream. 
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4.Theory  

4.1 Interplay 

Mäyrä (2007) created a heuristic model to better understand the key elements which 

structure the gameplay experience. His model is presented as interaction between a 

particular kind of game and a particular kind of player. Mäyrä further clarifies that the 

complex terms game and player are left out since the model focuses on the interplay that 

occurs between the player and the game. SCI-model will be used in this study to further 

categorize the participants play. The model consists of three dimensions. The dimensions 

can overlap and contribute to each other since games are composed of so many different 

elements which encompass all the dimensions. Below follows a brief description of each 

dimension. 

4.1.1 Sensory immersion  

Sensory immersion is related to the audial and visual aspects of the game. Games have 

evolved to provide much richer visual and audial experiences. The combined audiovisual 

effects and enveloping game worlds are enough to overpower sensory information coming 

from the real world which leads to this sensory immersion.  

4.1.2 Challenge-based immersion  

Challenge-based immersion which is very central to games since interaction is a crucial 

component to games. This feeling of immersion comes from achieving a balance between 

challenge and the player’s capabilities. Games can challenge players in many different 

ways, usually involving motor skills and/or mental skills. In other words, when a game is 

challenging enough, in relation to the player’s abilities, it offers a challenge but not too great 

of a challenge.  

4.1.3 Imaginative immersion 

Games have a range of different elements which enable players to immerse themselves on 

an imaginary level. Game worlds, characters and story elements have become central for 

modern games, even non-role-playing games. With these elements, players can use their 

imagination to immerse themselves and relate to the characters and experience the game 

world in a different way.   

 

4.2 Goffman’s Dramaturgical theory 

Erving Goffman (1990) developed Dramaturgical theory to examine social interaction. 

Goffman uses dramaturgical concepts to interpret the interaction between individuals and in 

doing so attempts to deduct social meaning. Dramaturgical theory sees the world as a stage 

where actors perform in front of an audience. Goffman’s theory is relevant in this case 

because a lot of the concepts center around theatrical performances as a base. Since a live 

stream acts as a modern stage these concepts are very useful when identifying stage 
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performances of such a nature. This will help in understanding certain actions and reasons 

behind why streamers act the way they do. Since many of the terms used by Goffman were 

developed in the 1960s some of them do not take into account our modern way of life. I will 

put the concepts described into a more modern light as they remain relevant even today. I 

will describe the fundamental concepts of Goffman's Dramaturgical theory below, starting 

with Performances.  

4.2.1 Performances 

A performance is a situation, at a certain time and place, where an actor (individual) 

performs in front of an audience (observers). The actor puts on a performance to benefit the 

audience. If the performance is convincing and reliable the audience will believe that the 

actor possesses the attributes he or she claims to possess. As an example, when an 

individual is meeting new people for the first time he or she wants to give a good impression. 

If he or she has previous knowledge of the audience in question then he or she might adjust 

their performance to better fit with the interests and behaviors of that audience. This form of 

acting is not used as a way to deceive the audience, rather it is the way we as individuals 

behave when we meet new people. In the case of live streaming these kinds of introduction 

are common since viewers come and go during a performance. However, compared to a 

more standardized theatrical performance, a live stream’s audience can consist of anyone. 

There are no entry fees, registration required to watch, or gatekeepers. The streamer cannot 

possibly know who will enter or have any previous knowledge of them. The only exception is 

viewers in the audience who attend the performance regularly.  

Goffman continues and explains that some extremes exist where the actor can be 

absorbed in her act and believe that the staged reality she performs in fact is the real reality. 

This becomes highly believable for the audience since the actor now takes on a new reality 

based on the performance. On the other side of the extreme the actor might not be absorbed 

in his performance, understandable since no one can see through an act better than the 

person performing it. An actor who does not believe in the role he is playing and is not 

concerned about their audience and the outcome of their performance can be seen as 

cynical. Actors of this kind might have more selfish goals and only performs to gain 

something for themselves. Goffman presents these two extremes with their own securities 

and defenses so that individuals who come close to either of these extremes might feel 

comfortable and safe and therefore act according to these extremes.  

To summarize, the term performance is used to refer to all the activities an individual 

performs at a given moment in front of observers who are influenced by this performance in 

some way.  During a performance, the actors present themselves in a different way, with 

their fronts towards the audience. 

 

Front 

As Goffman describes it “...’front’ that part of the individual’s performance which regularly 

functions in a general and fixed fashion to define the situation for those who observe the 

performance.” - (Goffman. 1990. page 32). Front acts as a piece of equipment which the 

actor brings forth as he or she is performing in the presence of an audience. Goffman 

extends to this toolbelt of front by the addition of a ‘setting’ which includes the background, 

furniture, décor and physical layout which provides the stage props for the actors to use in 

their performance. The setting tends to stay put and not move with the actor. We cannot 
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stage our performance if not within the appropriate setting for that particular performance. 

Only in rare circumstances does the setting follow the actor.  

 Looking at this from the modern world perspective it is clear that the setting and 

prompts Goffman speaks of refer to very static objects which we would normally expect from 

furniture and similar things. However, in the modern world we do not have access to more 

advanced and more mobile set pieces. As time progressed, things became smaller and 

more lightweight. Our smartphones and tablets are but one thing which oftentimes act as 

part of our setting as well as stays with us even when we are on the move. As for live 

streaming the setting and its prompts are part of the design of the stream. The streamer 

arranges the setting in a fixed manner with stationary objects. This does not exclude more 

movable and mobile objects such as animated computer graphics which could be part of the 

setting. Also, the setting is seen by many across vast distances and viewed at the comfort of 

the viewer's home or on the move via a smartphone. Thus, the setting and prompts of a 

stream are modern, flexible and present wherever the stream is viewed from. The setting in 

this case is stationary with the performer but moves with the audience from their respective 

viewing point. The terms used by Goffman works in this case but the aspects of time and 

place of the performance are more flexible today. 

Treating the term ‘setting’ as scenic parts of our surroundings then the term ‘personal 

front’ refers to the scenic parts which we identify with the performer himself. The personal 

front may include: sex, age, racial characteristics, size, looks, posture, speech patterns, 

facial expressions and bodily gestures. Goffman sees most of these frontal expressions and 

behaviors as vehicles which convey information in the form of signs to the audience. Some 

of these ‘sign vehicles’ are more fluid and flexible such as facial expressions and posture 

which can vary over time. Goffman further extends and divides the personal front into 

‘appearance’ and ‘manner’. 

 

Appearance and manner 

Appearance refers to the stimuli which tell the audience about the performers social status. 

This form of stimuli also tells the observers about the performer’s temporary ritual state, 

which is if he or she is engaged in formal social activity such as work, or informal recreation. 

Manner is the stimuli which can warn us about upcoming interaction roles the performer will 

take. We often expect a consistency between manners and appearance. We expect that the 

differences in social status should be expressed through the appearance and manner of an 

individual. Goffman reassures us that appearance and manner may tend to contradict each 

other. Again, as with appearance and manner, we also expect some coherence between all 

elements involved in a performance, that is the setting, appearance and manners.  

 

Social front 

Goffman uses the term ‘social front’ when further discussing the generalization and 

abstractness of routines we perform on stage. Due to the fact that routines might be very 

unique and specific the observers are lucky in the fact that several different routines can 

convey a somewhat similar social front. Thereby making the responses and expectations for 

different performances easier to categorize and generalize. Over time social fronts can 

develop into institutionalized since their expectations become stereotypical and takes on a 

meaning of its own separated from the specific performance it was connected to.  Hence a 

large amount of social fronts are already in existence and can be used by actors. Therefore, 

when an actor takes on an established social role the actor will find that this front actually 
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might not be new and instead an already established front. This greatly reduces the number 

of new fronts that are developed, meaning that fronts oftentimes are selected instead of 

created. Goffman explains that this might lead to problems when individuals that perform a 

certain task need to select a front for themselves among a selection of not fitting fronts. 

 Today with the rise of social media we have an increased access to the front of other 

individuals. We present ourselves online with our own front which more often than not is 

based on other actors’ already established fronts. This is not so problematic in our everyday 

life but for live streamers, where the notion of standing out from the crowd is essential to 

attracting new and larger audiences, it can become problematic. More so, that this rings true 

to what Goffman’s problem that a lot of streamers put on very similar social fronts during 

their performances. However, some live stream performers establish, over time, their own 

fronts which build on existing fronts within the same streaming sub community. 

Goffman uses an example about the problem of administering anesthesia in 

American hospitals. To my understanding, in the example, some hospitals still have nurses 

administer anesthesia behind the front that nurses are subordinate to doctors and have 

lower pay. Practitioners argue that the administration of anesthesia is a complex and vital 

task which should be given to doctors. The bottom line is that the two fronts maintained by 

nurses and doctors are vastly different with some tasks being below the doctors to perform. 

“Some medical people have felt that a nurse ‘under-ranked’ for the task of administering 

anesthesia and that doctors ‘over-ranked’; were there an established status midway between 

nurse and doctor, an easier solution to the problem could perhaps be found.”  - (Goffman. 

1990. Page 38). This illustrates the problems of selecting fronts might have in certain 

situations and the dilemmas that can exist. With the creation of a new front, some of these 

problems might be resolved.  

 

Dramatization 

While in the presence of others, individuals find it necessary to dramatize their actions in 

order for their actions to be noticed by the audience. This process can make some parts of 

the activity more visible. Goffman stresses that in order for the action to be significant to 

others, the actor must mobilize his activity during the interaction moment in order to express 

the message the actor seeks to convey.  It must be mentioned that in some areas 

dramatization is not a problem since the core task of performing the activity conveys the 

behavior and attributes of the actor performing the activity. Examples of professions where 

this is the case is police officer, surgeon, and violinist to name a few. In the case of police 

officer, for example, which in itself is very expressing of the attributes associated with being 

a police officer. Even if the actor portraying as a police officer was a fraud or real the 

dramatization of his or her actions, and appearance, would be clearly communicated to the 

observers. How often have we doubted the actions and words of a police officer or a doctor?  

Goffman also expresses some problems which can occur with the dramatization of 

one's actions. Certain professions and the tasks associated with them are often hidden from 

the consumer, client or observer. Goffman have several small examples. One of them being 

the merchant who has to charge high prices for what appears inexpensive. The customer is 

unaware of the behind the scene costs such as insurance and storage costs. The problem, 

however, does not simply involve making invisible costs visible. In dramatizing one’s 

activities the actor is using a lot of energy which can affect the quality of the work but also 

the actor might not possess the attributes required to make the task visible. The actor has to 

juggle with the dilemma of expressing their work or performing it. 
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In a live streaming scenario dramatization is something which occurs very often. 

Since the presented task, usually in the case of Twitch.tv streams, is playing a game the 

actor is often times only using small movements to perform the task. Hand and arm 

movements in combination with vocal signs and rapid eye movements are some of the 

gestures which are required. However, such actions are often times not visible to the 

audience. It is important for the performers in this case to convey their actions using other 

means. As Goffman describes, a certain tradeoff is made. Perform the task in a manner 

which lives up the expectations and pre-determined notions of the audience or dramatize 

their actions for the audience’s benefit. Either way it becomes a hard choice and 

dramatization of this kind, for several hours, can be tiring for the actor. 

 

Idealization 

Goffman continues to develop the notion of social front by again clarifying that the routine 

presented through the front presents abstract claims to the audience, claims that can be 

presented through different routines and performances. From this he extends the front in that 

the routines are modified to better fit the understandings and expectations of the current 

audience. He highlights the tendency performers have to make their performances idealized 

to the view of the audience. Goffman presents several examples of how idealization is used 

by different actors in different situations. Most notably cases of idealization come from 

studies on social movement. Performers may also choose to underplay some values and 

behaviors which he or she might think not suited for the society he or she is performing for. 

 This, again, is something which is very common in our modern society. We live in a 

world where we attempt to hide our negative aspects and reveal the positive ones. This is 

certainly true in social media where we most of the time choose to represent only the 

positive things. Same rings true during live performances. The performer is in front of an 

audience therefore, depending on the performance put on display, shows a certain side 

while underplaying others. 

 

Expressive control 

As we act during a performance the audience is continuously aware of even our smallest 

actions and movements. As mentioned earlier the gestures and movements the actors do 

might enhance and prepare the audience for what is to come. However, Goffman warns us 

that in the same way that these sign vehicles can prepare our audience they might also 

confuse and even mislead them if performed incorrectly or unintentionally. In response to 

this, actors incur a responsibility that as many of these actions, misleading or not, either 

have no effect at all or that they contribute to the performance the actor is putting on. The 

actors are, in a sense, attempting to control the expressive action he or she makes for the 

benefit of the performance. Goffman further explains that it is not that the small 

misunderstood actions themselves that are the problem but rather that these actions differ 

from the official performance being presented. This causes a disruption which can shift the 

focus of the audience. Some of these unintentional gestures are so common that they might, 

according to Goffman, be roughly categorized. First, we have momentary loss of muscle 

control such as tripping, stumbling, falling, yawn, make a slip of the tongue or scratch 

himself. Secondly, acting as if the actor has too little or too much concern with the 

performance. Example include, stuttering, forgetting his lines, appear nervous; inappropriate 

outburst of laughter, anger, or other actions which might momentarily incapacitate him. He 

might also show too much involvement or interest. Thirdly, the actor might allow for his or 
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her show to suffer from ‘inadequate dramaturgical direction’ (Goffman. 1990. Page 60) which 

might include things such a setting not being appropriately set up or the wrong setting 

entirely. Lastly, it must be pointed out that in everyday interaction we tend to let these small 

mishaps slip by even though these small actions are often judged and interpreted by our 

audience. This might be due to the fact that we set our standards according to ourselves and 

not to the standards expected by our audiences. 

 Today we communicate and present ourselves through different forms of media. With 

the increase in video and live streaming comes a focus on how to act and not to act in front 

of a camera, hence in front of the audience. We suffer more from these so called small 

mishaps today since most video, especially live streaming performances, are stored online. 

This is for convenience and to be able to watch a broadcaster later. But this puts extra 

pressure on the performers to control their action and remain in control of their actions since 

these actions will be with them for an extended period of time. Today people’s reputation can 

be ruined by a simple act which only lasted a second but have a significant impact on that 

person's reputation. We live in world where such actions remain and are rarely forgotten by 

some. 

 

4.2.2 Teams 

Performance has so far been a central part in Goffman’s dramaturgical theory. I mentioned 

earlier that a performer performs a performance for the benefit of the audience and he or she 

does so by putting on a front. However, it is easy to think of the performance as an extension 

of the performer. This, according to Goffman, is a limited view as it is not only the performer 

that is being presented for the audience but rather the task which the performer is 

performing. We often find that while a performer portrays a certain task the task is often 

supported by other performers which all are part of the same project. In this performance, 

the performers are not seen in the same light by the audience since different performers 

perform different roles and therefor are portrayed in a different light. Goffman refers to 

individuals who cooperate in performing a single routine ‘performance team’ or in short 

‘team’ (Goffman. 1990. Page 85). Goffman presents a different perspective with the 

introduction of teams and explains that the dynamics of a one-on-one interaction between 

two individuals can be seen as an interaction between two teams with only one member 

each. Furthermore, Goffman continues to develop the previously mentioned notion of the 

actor being taken in by the act he or she is performing and therefore changing his or her 

reality. In this case, the actor is in a sense his or her own audience since the actor is putting 

on an act based on the expectations and presumptions he or she would have in this new 

reality. The actor is acting in a way he or she would act if an audience was present and is 

filling in the expectations from his or her own perception of reality. 

  

Bond between teammates 

It should come as no surprise that actors that are part of the same team will have a special 

kind of relationship towards each other. Goffman introduces two fundamental concepts 

which are central to this relationship. First, it should be noted that during a performance each 

team member has the ability to disrupt the entire show. Each team member is relying on the 

other team members to not cause such a disruption and they expect each other to behave 

appropriately. The relationship in this sense is forced, since everyone in the team has 

disrupting capabilities. Goffman points out that the forced bond that is formed cuts across 
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social and structural differences, as such the actors rank or social status plays less of a role 

in this relationship. Second, as the actors work together to maintain a certain situation in 

front of the audience they are not in a position to provide the same impression for their team 

members. This leads to the actors viewing one another as ‘in the know’ (Goffman. 1990. 

Page 88) and as such people which a certain front cannot be maintained. This further 

strengthens the bond which develops between team mates and can according to Goffman 

be seen as “...  a kind of intimacy without warmth” - (Goffman. 1990. Page 88). This 

relationship encompasses the team and anyone who might be considered part of it. 

  Although such a bond certainly exists today they differ somewhat since, in the case 

of streaming performances, the team mates might not be in close proximity of each other. 

The team mates might also have a different view point of the stage as well as their 

teammates. Certain concepts remain such as the possibility of disruption by other 

teammates. As for the second concept. The actors, which are part of a team which performs 

a live streaming performance are ‘in the know’ since during most live stream performances 

there are web cameras providing a similar view of the stage and audience as a more 

traditional play. The teammates view each other from the same perspective as the audience, 

this can however vary depending on stream setup. Certainly, the boundaries of where a 

performance is held and where the team members are located has changed with advances 

in live streaming and voice over communication. 

 

Embarrassment 

The goal of a performer is to maintain a certain situation in front of an audience, this situation 

is based on the performer's perspective of reality. This is rather simple with a one-man team 

since the sole performer is in charge of the entire performance. He or she leads the 

performance and only has one reality to work with and thus presents it. Problems can arise 

when a one-man team turns into a larger team of more than one individual. Now the reality is 

no longer a single performer to hold but is held by several. Reducing the reality and 

stretching it over several team members. The added benefit of a team bond is formed over 

time provides some support in this representation of reality. However, disagreements about 

the presented reality amongst team mates can incapacitated them for periods of time and 

also lead to embarrassment for the whole team and the reality that is presented. Therefore, it 

is important that discussion and arguments amongst team members occur away from the 

audience to avoid this embarrassment. Making sure the entire team is on the same page 

when it comes to the reality they are to portray is important and must be done without the 

audience knowledge of it. Furthermore, if a performer makes a mistake in front of the 

audience the other team members must restrain from engaging in argument and point out 

the mistake in front of the audience. If such a correction or even punishment would occur in 

front of the audience it would only lead to further embarrassment and disruption of the 

reality. 

 Here the modern-day stage, which in this case is a digital one, reduces the amount of 

disagreements and arguments that the audience might see. With access to preset stage 

prompts which can reduce the audience view or even obscure the actor's entirely. This 

allows for fast way to cut the performance and handle disagreements in a private manner. 

However, as technology has made it easier for us to hide certain thing we do not want the 

audience to see. At the same time, we expose more of our lives on regular basis. This form 

of always online attitude also enables for more potential errors and embarrassing moments 

which, if not foreseen and prevented, can only be obscured after the fact. 
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4.2.3 Regions 

Goffman defines regions as an area which has certain perceptual boundaries. The 

boundaries can be guided by physical properties such as thick glass which blocks out audio 

but not visual signals. Another aspect which bounds areas is time. Performances are often 

times located within a specific region during a specific time span. Performances often times 

center around a single point of visual and audial attention. Example could be an actor on a 

stage or a speech being held at a wedding. 

 However, performances often times involve several verbal interaction clusters. In 

those cases, the point of visual and audial attention is not fixed. Using a performance as a 

point of reference it can sometimes be convenient to divide the region into two. The front 

region and the back region. 

It becomes clear that such boundaries are not as strict today as they were when 

Goffman created the theory. Digital performances especially are not as bounded by physical 

barriers as regular theatrical performances. Both the audience and actor’s location can be a 

different one while a performance is ongoing. These locations are somewhat limited 

depending on what kind of live stream is being put on display. A robust set up will in most 

cases be structured around a certain location but the audience can view the performance 

from their smartphone, tablet or stationary computer making their location very flexible. 

 

Front region 

The front region is defined as the place where the performance is given. The sign equipment 

which is fixed within this front region was previously referred to setting. During a 

performance, some aspects are played to the audience and some to the front region. When 

a performer performs in the front region he or she will abide and act by certain standards. 

Goffman divides these standards into two groups. The first group involves how the performer 

handles the talking and gestures involved while talking to the audience. These kinds of 

gestures and standards are often referred to as politeness. The second group of standards 

involves how the performer composes him or herself while in visual and audial range of the 

audience but not directly engaging in conversation with them. Goffman uses the term 

‘decorum’ (Goffman. 1990. Page 110) to refer to this second group of standards. It becomes 

clear that when we engage in activity in the presence of others some aspects of our activity 

are exaggerated and tweaked while other aspects are suppressed. 

 The front region does not differ much when it comes to performing during a live 

stream. Certain things involving one’s manner is expected by the audience. Such as greeting 

new viewers or thanking people for donating or subscribing. As for politeness during 

conversations it differs compared to a regular conversation since the audience 

communicates using text chat while the streamer uses voice as the primarily means of 

response. Gestures during this conversation, however, play a big part in the performance put 

on during a live stream. 

 

Back region 

Goffman calls this region the back region or the ‘backstage’ (Goffman. 1990. Page 114) 

since it is within this region where the suppressed activities and behaviors might come forth. 

The back region can be defined “… as a place, relative to a given performance, where the 

impression fostered by the performance is knowingly contradicted as a matter of course.” - 

(Goffman. 1990. Page 114). The back region or backstage can serve many functions. The 

performers can rehearse certain impressions and illustrations. Prompt such as scenic object 
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such as set pieces can be stored and arranged. Other forms of equipment can also be 

stored for certain occasions such as expensive liquor or fine cloths. Costumes can be 

tweaked and fixed in between performances and team members can rehearse certain part of 

their performance away from the audience. Other more private accommodations are often 

located in the back region to provide a sense of privacy, one example could be a stationary 

phone or personal computer. The back stage also allows the performers to relax and drop 

the front they arrange for the audience. The location of the backstage is adjacent to the front 

stage (front region) in order for the performers to easily pass between the two regions. 

Another reason why the backstage and front stage are in general located so close to one 

another is so that a performer on the front stage can receive support from the backstage if 

needed. The border between these two regions are highly guarded and controlled to not 

allow any one from the audience to traverse into the backstage area.  

Clearly here some of the more modern-day advances have changed a lot when it 

comes to what is kept in the back region and how we portray it. Firstly, a lot of our digital 

equipment is more mobile today than they used to be. Thus, the back region is more flexible 

and transparent than before. I have already mentioned social media's influence on us as 

actors and this is the case here as well. Social media and smartphone provides insight into 

our back region effectively making us portray a front when we are in this region. We drop 

one front for another which we portray through social media. Secondly, the location of the 

back region is therefore also very flexible. We can receive support from the back stage from 

several different directions at different times. There is no longer a strict back region which 

always lies in close proximity to the front stage. 

A certain level of impression management i required in order to keep the backstage 

enclosed from the prying eyes and ears of the audience. One of the main factors why 

maintaining such strict control over the backstage is that it acts as a buffer for the work 

individuals perform while in the front region. Goffman provides several examples of 

situations where this form of control of the border and backstage region is more difficult than 

one might think. One example, which is appropriate in relation to this study, involved the 

backstage problems of radio and television broadcasting. Here the back region is defined as 

any region outside of the visual field of a live camera or within the audible range of a live 

microphone. Example exist where individuals who thought they were not on air performed 

actions or voiced their non-staged opinions in front of thousands of viewers or listeners. 

Professional broadcasters live with the constant realization that their entire back region could 

be exposed by the flick of a switch or press of button. Goffman point out that there are 

almost no social establishments where one can find no problems at all with backstage 

control. It needs to be mentioned that some areas which at some point are the front region 

can at other times act as the back region. Similarly, individuals can express a sort of 

backstage attitude which can turn any region into backstage one. The two regions that have 

been described so far covers most of the aspects which involves a performance of any kind. 

However, Goffman describes a third region which is neither part of the front region or the 

back region. 

 

The outside 

This region is the outside region or just ‘the outside’ (Goffman. 1990. Page 135) which is 

neither part of the front region nor the back region. Goffman describes a house with the walls 

as the boundaries containing with in the both the front region in one room and the back 

region in another room. Then the people outside the building would be considered outsiders. 
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Given the introduction of a third region Goffman explains that this third region must be 

handled with care in order to not cause confusion. While considering the outside region we 

then also tend to shift out perspective from the front and back region performance to 

another. From the perspective of an ongoing performance the outsiders might stumble upon 

the front or back region of a performance not intended for them. In turn, the outsiders are 

witnessing a different performance. 
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5.Method 

In this chapter I will outline the methods used in this study, reasons for using these methods 

and potential problems that can occur when using these methods. I also go over participant 

selection, reliability and validity and end with ethical issues that might occur. The following 

section goes over the participant selection process. 

5.1 Selecting participants 

The participants and their streams were selected based on several factors. First, I wanted to 

look at streamers with a significant difference in audience size. The two participant 

streamers Renae, “WittzGirl”, Wittenkeller and Sean, “Day[9]”, Plott both have a YouTube 

and Twitch.tv fanbase. Their respective size was based on subscriber and viewer rates of 

their Twitch.tv streams. Number of subscribers are not publicly available on Twitch.tv so to 

get this information I have had to ask the participants personally. Their subscriber rates vary 

with WittzGirl having around 560 subscribers and 43.000 followers compared to Day[9]’s 

300.000 followers. The reason for not presenting Day[9]’s subscriber count is because I 

could not establish contact with him. With such a significant difference the streamers could 

be categorize accordingly.  

Gandolfi does a similar categorization in his study. He divided the streams based on 

viewer count and presented a simple categorization. He proposed that a stream with less 

than 100 viewers would be considered ‘restricted’, 100 to 1000 viewers ‘medium’ and 1000 

or more ‘public’ (Gandolfi. 2016). In my case the participants would fall under the category of 

‘medium’ for WittzGirl and ‘public’ for Day[9].  

Second, I wanted to observe streamers with relatively different content to be able to 

explore how their streams differed. I also wanted to avoid looking at two streams that were 

too different. Hence, the selected streamers could be categorized into the same categories 

identified by Smith et al. (2013). The two streamers fit into the ‘Let’s Player’ category since 

their streams are of the more fun, relaxed and entertaining nature compared to other stream 

such as E-sport tournaments and Speedrunning events. Although some of the other 

categories can be seen to some degree in both of the streams but their primary focus lies 

within Let’s Playing. As an example Day[9]’s stream can cover several of these categorize 

since he has a background in E-sport and at some streams produce E-sport related content.  

Furthermore, I categorized the streamers according to their ‘play’ on Twitch.tv. The 

content on the two streams vary since they come from different sub communities on 

Twitch.tv. Their play, accordingly, varies as well. The two streamers differ, in some sense, 

according to SCI-model (Mäyrä. 2007). Both participants play can be placed in the 

Aesthetical-sensory and Imaginative-fantasy categories. However, the Challenge-based 

element still exist to some degree with in both streams. Both participants play different 

games over several sessions or days of the week making it difficult to place them in this 

category since the game differs from stream to stream. In WittzGirl’s case she plays a 

smaller variety of games where in some cases the play consists of collecting hard to 

obtained shiny Pokémon in the various Pokémon games, Pokémon Alpha Sapphire (Game 

Freak, 2014) and Pokémon Sun and Moon (Game Freak, 2016) to the Nintendo 3DS. This 

might be seen as Challenge-based play since to be able to obtain these Pokémon is a time 

consuming and highly repeatable task. Similarly, in Day[9]’s case depending on the nature of 

the play of the game he is playing the Challenge-based elements can be present. Based 
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from previous experience with both of these streamers content I could make the distinction 

that Day[9]’s play is more Challenge-based then WittzGirl but that this form of play exists in 

both cases. 

The selection was also based on my previous knowledge of both of the streamers 

and an active viewer of their content and the communities they fall within. This previous 

knowledge aided the selection process when it came to identifying two suitable streamers 

with varied content and fan base. This also greatly aided the contacting and arrangement 

process since the I already had some previous contact with WittzGirl and knowledge of 

several channels of communication of Day[9]. 

Finally, there were some financial barriers which also affected the selection of the 

two streamers. Access to the VOD archive on Twitch.tv requires being Subscribed to the 

channel in question. This affected the selection process since I already had a paid 

subscription to WittzGirl channel prior to this study but not to Day[9]. 

5.1.1 Contacting participants 

I reached out to both of the participants during live streaming sessions, Facebook, Twitter 

and e-mail. In the case of WittzGirl I got direct contact via her live stream and she agreed to 

an interview. When attempting to contact Day[9] I got no response from any of the channels I 

contacted him through. Therefor I will not be conducting an interview with Day[9]. Reasons 

to why I could not establish contact with Day[9] might be due to his large population of fans 

and the different communities he is active in. Several attempts were made to contact Day[9] 

but no contact was established. 

 

5.2 Qualitative methods 

To conduct this exploratory study, I chose to implore a qualitative approach. Conduction 

video observations and an interview as a basis for data gathering. These two forms of data 

gathering techniques are suited for qualitative data. Qualitative data can come in many 

forms and in this study the data consists of video recording of live streaming sessions and 

transcribed data from the interview. Both the interview data and the video data will be 

structured in some form providing some form of textual documentation in the form of notes 

and a transcription. Neuman (2011) explains that qualitative data can take on different forms. 

Photos, videos, open ended interviews and observations to name a few. Neuman 

categorizes this form of data into two major categories: field research and historical-

comparative research. In this case, the study will be conducted in a historical-comparative 

manner using the data gathering methods mentioned above. The video observations span a 

somewhat large amount of time since the videos (VODs) will be randomly selected over 

several months of time. To be more specific, the videos are prerecorded and stored as 

VODs on the participant's Twitch.tv channel. 

5.3 Interviews 

I aimed to conduct two semi-structured interviews with the two participants to gain insight 

into some of the observations made during the video analysis of their streams. I chose semi-

structured interview because they complement the video analysis with a deeper 
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understanding of why the streamers perform as they do. As previously mentioned, I could 

not get in contact with Day[9] so I will only be conducting one interview. 

5.3.1 Qualitative interview 

The qualitative interview as a research methods comes in several forms. There are 

Structured, Semi-structured and Unstructured interviews. These forms of interview have their 

pros and cons depending on what the researcher wants to get from the interview. In this 

study, I chose to conduct a Semi-structured interview because it provides a mix between the 

structured questions, which can be seen in structured interviews, and unstructured 

discussion found in unstructured interviews. Semi-structured interviews give the researcher 

the opportunity to lead the interview in a certain direction with question which are 

predetermined before the interview as well as follow up with questions that arises as the 

interview progresses (Neuman. 2011). 

5.3.2 Interview setting 

The interview will be conducted via text based chat using the VoIP and Chat Program 

Discord. Discord was chosen based on the participant's preference since it is one of the 

primary program used for communication with viewers and subscribers. Since the interview 

will be over text chat the transcription process will be efficient. The transcribed data will be 

used in the analysis together with the video observations. 

5.4 Video observation and analysis  

Analysis of Twitch.tv VODs from both participant’s streams will be conducted. 30 hours of 

VODs will be analyzed for each participant making in total 60 hours of recorded streaming 

hours to be analyzed. During the data gathering process I looked for emerging patterns in 

regard to the streamers performance and also if the addition of new features to Twitch.tv and 

the setting affects their performance. I will be looking at changes over time and compare the 

two streamers. Different dramaturgical concepts will be applied during the analysis. Setting, 

performance, expression control and other factors will be observed and transcribed for 

further analysis. 

5.4.1 Selecting VODs 

VODs on Twitch.tv are available to anyone who is a subscriber to that streamers channel. 

Thereby granting me, through a subscription with both participants, access to hundreds of 

hours of prerecorded videos of live streaming sessions, including the live IRC chat feed. The 

VODs will be selected based on the time they were uploaded. Since the two participants 

have been streaming on Twtich.tv for a varied amount of time I will pick VODs from the same 

time frame. I do this to see the changes updates to Twitch.tv might have on the stream and 

the streamers performance. The starting point would have to be based of the streamer who 

have streamed the shortest amount of time. In this case Day[9] has streamed for about 5 

years while WittzGirl has only strand for about 3 years. Resulting in that the earliest VOD 

selected is from October 2014. Since both participants stream different games and vary their 

content on different occasions the selection will have to be random but upload time have to 

be taken into consideration.  
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5.4.2 Problems that might occur 

The VODs on Twitch.tv can sometime be broken up into several segments. This is usually 

the result of two factors. Firstly, if the streamer decides to divide the VOD (which usually 

contains one streaming session) into several small VODs. This is usually done to separate 

the VODs if the streamer for example switches game or takes a longer break. Second, 

sometimes the VOD is broken up into parts due to technical issues. Twitch.tv usually records 

the stream while it is in progress so that it can be converted into a VOD right after the stream 

is finished. However, if technical difficulties occur such as a power malfunction or loss of 

internet access the stream will end. When this happens, the VOD will also end and thus 

when the streamer resumes the stream there will be two VODs on the streamers channel. In 

these cases, I will have to look at the segmented VODs as one VOD, especially if the 

separation was due to a malfunction or technical issue. 

5.4.3 Time intervals 

Stream VODs can vary in length depending on how long the streaming session was. In this 

case, the VODs vary from four to eight hours in length. To analyze the content of a VOD 

properly I will divide the VOD into three segments beginning, middle and ending segment. 

This will make it easier to analyze different part of a VOD. This segmentation will not be the 

same across all VODs since they vary in length. If needed further specification of certain 

observed action might be noted down and a time stamp might be added.  

5.5 Procedure 

The VODs will be observed on a stationary computer. During the observations, I will take 

notes about and analyze the recorded data. The data will be categorized as described above 

and will be observed directly on the Twitch.tv platform since there is no way to download 

VODs directly from the channel.  

 During the observations, the interview will be set up and carried out with one of the 

streamers. Placing the interview a bit into the data gathering process provides me with data 

which can support the interview and be confirmed and expanded upon by the participant. 

The interview is expected to last about one hour. The text from the interview will be 

transcribed for further analysis in conjunction with the observed VOD data. The noted 

interview data will be deleted after transcription and analysis.  

5.6 Validity and Reliability 

Validity and reliability within qualitative research are principles which I consider but apply 

differently compared to quantitative research. With this I do not mean that I do not take 

validity and reliability into consideration but that I approach it differently than during 

quantitative research (Neuman. 2011). 

5.6.1 Reliability 

Reliability mean how consistent we can measure and conduct our research. In the case of 

qualitative methods (interviews, observations and photographs, only naming a few) we need 

to make sure that the way we conduct these techniques is as consistent as possible. But 
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often the data we gather is not as structured as quantitative data might be. Many qualitative 

researchers argue that the methods employed to ensure reliability are too cold and fixed for 

the type of qualitative research they are conducting. Hence qualitative research is not locked 

into one technique and instead explore a range of different methods for data collection. 

Qualitative researchers accept that different researchers do things differently since it 

provides a more open and new approach to a similar area of study. This approach can open 

up different meaning that otherwise would not have been uncovered (Neuman. 2011).  

 In this case, I will be observing prerecorded videos which have lots of variables that 

differ from video to video. I cannot ensure that one video will be the same length as another 

but that as well is not relevant to the current question at hand. But from a reliability 

standpoint I will takes steps to reassuring that the way the data is collected and observed is 

the same in each case. The previously mentioned division of each video will be used to 

ensure is viewed as a whole during the analysis process. I will also ensure that all the videos 

are viewed on the same device with the same audio output to provide the same observation 

setting. However, the content and notes taking during the observations cannot be 

standardized since the streaming sessions vary in context, content and performance of the 

streamer might also change. 

 During the interview standardized questions will be used as a basis for the interview. 

From those questions, however the interview will be open ended and therefore cannot be 

completely standardized to ensure reliability. 

5.6.2 Validity 

Validity means how truthful the collected data is, as in can we trust that the data we have 

collected is the data we think it is. Neuman (2011) argues that as qualitative researcher we 

are more interested in Authenticity then an absolute version of Truth. By Authenticity he 

means giving a fair and honest and balanced view of what we observed from the perspective 

of the people who use or live within the observed in everyday life. As researchers aim to 

provide a detailed view from the inside of how the people studied understand the observed 

phenomena. Neuman summarizes the principles of qualitative research validity in this quote 

“Qualitative researchers adhere to the core principle of validity, to be truthful (i.e., avoid false 

or distorted accounts) and try to create a tight fit between understanding, ideas, and 

statements about the social world and what is actually occurring in it.” - (Neuman. 2011. 

Page 214). In this case, I will attempt to provide as clear a picture of what is happening by 

using knowledge about livestreaming, livestreaming communities and the two participants in 

question. I have previous knowledge of both the two participant’s communities and have 

been active with in them for years. Furthermore, I also have some experience with live 

streaming and is an active watcher of live streamed content on Twitch.tv and other live 

streaming platforms. This knowledge of the communities, language and streamers in 

question provides the me not only with a vocabulary which can aid the process of 

understanding the streamers perspective but also in understanding the relevant content and 

the context surrounding the streaming sessions. 

5.7 Ethical issues 

Here I present some of the ethical issues in our study and how to prevent them. To ensure 

participant integrity I will delete any recorded data from interviews after the transcription 

process and conclusion of the study. As for the video observation and VODs, they are 
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publicly available and therefore not able to be removed after preformed study. As for the live 

streaming data, since it is publicly available no further permission is required to observe the 

data as this is the intention of the VOD system of Twitch.tv. As for the observation of these 

VODs; the study does not take into consideration any personal information, not relevant to 

the studies research scope, that might become available and will therefore be regarded as 

background noise or irrelevant information. However, if such disruption of a personal nature 

should occur and be observed during the video observation then the disruption will be noted 

but not covering any personal information if present. 
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6.Analysis 

During the observations, it became apparent that a lot of things changed over the course of 

almost four years of live streaming. Not only in the way the streamers behaved but in how 

new features affected the streamers performance. What follows is a breakdown of the most 

prevalent findings analyzed according to dramaturgical terms. The analysis is divided into 

two main section. First, I will cover the two participant’s respective stages where they 

perform. Then I will go over performance related differences in their behavior. Both sections 

are structured according to the different dramaturgical terms of Goffman's framework. 

6.1 Stage 

Observing each stage I found that they follow a somewhat similar pattern when it comes to 

organizing their set pieces. However, their designs differ completely in what features from 

Twitch.tv they present and use. In this section I will cover the stages of each streamer. I will 

start with Day[9]’s stage. 

6.1.1 Day[9]’s stage 

Day[9]’s stage is very simple and consists only of three set pieces. One large window for the 

main game and a couple of overlays for different purposes. As well as a small window 

dedicated to displaying the webcam where Day[9] presents himself. Lastly, there is a small 

brand logo in the top right corner of Day[9]’s brand name “Day[9]TV” (see Figure 4). 

 

General setting 

The stage is at first glance very simple and it could appear as if Day[9] put little effort into 

setting up this form of graphical interface.  However, Day[9] uses some tricks for making this 

interface work for the purposes of his performance. First, he uses a green screen behind him 

so that his webcam window will blend more naturally into the game window behind him. This 

also makes Day[9] himself blend in more with the game. Based on the observed data we can 

see that due to the fact that Day[9]’s stage only consists of three set pieces, with the game 

itself being the point of visual and audial attention, that the green screen is used to reduce 

the amount of clutter  as well as not obscure as much of the main game screen. As for the 

brand logo, which is not using any transparency, covers up whatever might be in the top 

corner of the particular game Day[9] is playing. Commonly game interfaces are designed 

around the main game window. Building around this main window allows the user interface 

to present the most relevant information to the player without covering up the central view. 

This is relatively easy since most games are played on PCs and consoles with large amount 

of screen space to work with (Adams, E. 2010). In this case (see Figure 4) we can see that 

the brand logo does not cover up any vital UI or information related to the game. 
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Figure 4. Day[9]’s Day Off [Episode 1 – 9]. Batman: Arkham Asylum. (Sean, “Day[9]”, Plott, 2014). 

 

Based on the data Day[9] clearly structure his stage and setting for the benefit of his 

audience. We see this in the placement of previously mentioned set pieces (interface 

elements) to avoid obscuring and withhold information from the audience. It became clear 

that Day[9] is in direct control of certain set pieces of his stage but not others. The biggest 

example is that the game itself is a piece of the setting which Day[9] cannot control since it 

was not made by him. He can control the game windows placement and size but not the 

elements within the game's UI and other assets. Meaning that Day[9] works around the 

game to create the stage on which he performs. This leads me to the problems Day[9] 

seems to have with his particular stage. 

 

Staging the problem 

Even though Day[9] choses to use a very minimalistic interface as well as providing a clear 

viewing experience for his audience. As you can see (see Figure 4) Day[9] positions himself 

in the bottom right corner where it would appear very little information is displayed. However, 

we can also see that during certain dialogs in the game the subtitles stretches almost the 

entire length of the screen, which is partially covered by Day[9] himself. It is due to this I 

have observed some cases where Day[9] have to adjust his setting and move set pieces 

around in order for the audience to be able to see vital part of the performance. However, 

this is not as simple as one might think since even with so few pieces there is almost always 

something which is covered up. This means that adjusting the setting becomes an active 

choice of prioritizing some information over other information. In one case Day[9] received 

comments from the audience that the brand logo was covering up certain information which 

they wanted to see, this was during a live performance. Instead of just spending time 

adjusting the logo and moving it to an appropriate place Day[9] choose to remove it 

completely and not worry about it.  As mentioned earlier Day[9] uses several overlays which 

are screens he switches between which cover up the main stream and game window. These 

can be switched by a click of a button and are used frequently to indicate short and long 

breaks in the stream, pre-stream shows and ending screens for the show. In this repertoire 
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of different scenes Day[9] also has some other overlays where, as an example, only his face 

is present. He uses this face overlay frequently when he wants to discuss to talk about topics 

in great details and not focus so much on the game anymore.  

Day[9]’s stream is his stage which remains in one place and does not follow him 

around. This is evident as Day[9] streams from his own home where the necessary 

arrangements and set pieces are available for his stage and performance. This further 

strengthens the notion that Day[9] cannot perform his show if not the appropriate setting is 

available. In one VOD I observed Day[9] streaming from another location then his home. 

This stage, and setting, was different from the one Day[9] was used to and thus if affected 

his performance. 

 

Performance on stage 

This leads into how Day[9] performs on stage and how the previous example ties into the 

effects of changes in setting. In the example, the addition of new set pieces distracted Day[9] 

as well as him not being fully rested and ready for this kind of stream. “This audio equipment 

is like crazy sensitive so we can do all sorts of sweet things. So I mean, I don’t like having 

this giant dangly mic in front of me…” - Day[9] from VOD “Glorious Hearthstone Card 

Reveal” Time: 18.51. Other set pieces which Day[9] also did not have access to compared to 

his regular stage hindered him from conducting some of his more normal announcements 

and actions. Day[9] has no indicators or announcers for Twitch.tv related futures such as for 

Subscribing, Re-subscribing, Following and Cheering even though it is clear that he uses 

and benefits from these features. This is evident in that Day[9] do callout such event after 

breaks or during the start of his performances. The set pieces, different interfaces and 

scenes which Day[9] have created all contribute to his performance and are required for 

Day[9] to put on these kinds of shows (Goffman. 1990).  

 

Expectations 

With any performance in front of an audience comes certain expectations. These 

expectations do not only cover stage prompts and interface elements such as the game 

window or the webcam but also social expectation of how to act and what to do while 

performing. In the case of the set pieces used, one that stands out above other is the 

webcam window. The audience expects to see the performer in action, performing the task 

which stands as the centerpiece of the show. A certain dramatization is expected where the 

audience can see that the actor is the one performing instead of someone else, or as an 

example a computer. Therefore, the webcam is so important for the staging of a live 

streaming performance of this kind. Of all the set pieces which can be adjusted or tweaked 

the webcam becomes the most important to get right. It is vital to the performance and 

cannot be removed.  

It is here the notion of live streaming compared to a regular theatrical performance 

becomes clear. The expectation of the audience in both cases exists and affects the 

performer and his or her performance. However, in the case of live streaming performances 

the audience have a very loud and clear way to voice their opinions and as such reveal their 

expectations. This form of critique can at time be overwhelming for streamers since the 

audience often remains anonymous since they are behind an alias. This results in harsher 

comments which compared to a real theater would be considered rude and unacceptable to 

do in such a social setting. Hence, we could see this earlier when Day[9] adjusted his set 
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pieces accordingly. If such an opinion, based on the expectation from the audience, would 

not have been voiced no action would have been taken. 

 

“Mostly Walking” 

I have at this point only described one of Day[9]’s many shows on Twitch.tv. However, 

Day[9] streams more than 5 days a week and have an arrangement of different 

performances for certain days of the week such as “Funday Monday”, “Day[9]’s day off”, 

“HearthStone Decktacular” and “Mostly Walking”. Most of these shows uses similar stages 

and interface elements described previously but one show difference in this case. In the 

case of the show Mostly Walking, which is a show where Day[9] plays very old adventure 

games together with two of his friends, the interface and setting is different. 

  

Setting 

The setting is very stylized and designed for this particular performance. The show even has 

its own custom-made overlays during breaks, pre-show and end segments. As well as an 

overlay including only the webcam windows of the three actors, very similar Day[9]’s regular 

setting. The interface of Mostly Walking consists of the main game window, which is much 

smaller than the game window would be on Day[9]’s regular streams, and three webcam 

windows. The three actors of the show, including Day[9], are fitted into these three windows. 

The background of the stage is a commissioned background made especially for the show, it 

even includes the show’s title “Mostly Walking” and miniature drawings of the three actors. 

No doubt that a lot of planning and set up was required for this stage (see Figure 5).  

An interesting point is that one of the team members was absent during this VOD 

and was therefore replaced by a still image where the webcam should have been. This 

shows that the stage and setting was designed for three actors and cannot be changed on 

the fly to only include two actors. This might be seen as one of the drawbacks compared to 

the more simplistic stage Day[9] uses on a regular basis. This leads me to the reason for 

why Day[9] uses such a simple setting in the first place.  

 

Differences in the setting 

Since Day[9] has gathered such a large following over the years of being a professional 

StarCraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 1998) player, and is essentially how Day[9]’s YouTube 

and Twitch channels started out, he can now afford to play a large variety of different games. 

With such a huge selection of different games that Day[9] plays on a weekly basis it would 

be almost impossible to create a specific setting for each game. The current setting (see 

Figure 4) makes it somewhat simple for Day[9] to organize the stage according to the 

limitation of that particular game. Most of the tweaking which I have seen has be in relation 

to audio levels and balancing of his voice and the game audio and the adjusting of stage and 

interface elements that obscure certain things. This form of adjusting has been seen in 

almost every VOD where Day[9] plays a game for the first time. Comparing this to the other 

interface which is used in Mostly Walking, where no area of the game window is obscured, 

we can see that no such problem exists (see Figure 5). However, drawback with this form 

kind of stage is that less screen space is dedicated to the actual game window compared to 

the regular stage. 
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Figure 5. Mostly Walking. RETURN OF ZORK! (Sean, “Day[9]”, Plott, 2017). 

 

 

Performance team 

In the case of the show “Mostly walking” we are faced not only with a different performance 

from what we have observed from Day[9] previously but also a show where there is more 

than one actor. This shows that Day[9] acts in several performances during several different 

occasions, and in the case of Mostly Walking, with a different setting and other team 

members. In this case, Day[9] and his team mates seem to have a decent understanding of 

the reality they are attempting to present. They all share a mutual understanding of the game 

in question and action that might cause embarrassment are rarely occurring. What stands 

out in this case is that in this show only one actor is in control of the main game screen / or 

set piece. Day[9] is in direct control of the game while the other just watch and partake on an 

back stage level. Occasionally situation occurs where Day[9] makes a mistake in the game 

or that the actors cooperative guidance is misunderstood and slight embarrassment occurs 

in those cases. This form of embarrassment would be very disruptive if the reality they 

portray was of a serious nature. But the shared reality the team members agree upon is one 

of a relaxed and very comical nature. Meaning that small errors or misunderstanding often 

leads to strengthen the reality they are portraying for the audience. The team members 

provide support where it is needed for the benefit of the performance taking place. Even if 

they are not themselves active in the task of playing the game.  

 

Backstage 

Furthermore, the performance of the different actors is affected by backstage and or outside 

influences. Compared to the regular performances, no green screen is present and as such 

grants us, the audience, insight into the backstage area of the performance. Through this 

insight, I noticed that behind the front stage area is the actors outside world. Where family 

members some time walk about or talk to the actors during a performance. Or, as seen in 

the particular VOD, consumption and refiling of alcoholic beverages is ongoing. All these 
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influences affect the actors and therefore affects the performance. Hence, again, pointing to 

the somewhat relaxed and funny nature of the performance put on display. 

 

Audience expectations 

As for expectations from the audience there are similar trends as observed earlier. Yet, it 

differs in this case since only one of the actors is performing the task of playing the game. 

The other team members, in this case, would attempt to fulfil other expectation bestowed 

upon them. While the leading actor, Day[9], is occupied fulfilling the expectations that the 

task (game) must progress and be controlled in an ordinary fashion. The other team 

members would have to fulfil expectations such that of providing narrative or entertaining the 

audience during periods of boredom during the game. It is clear, based on previous 

knowledge of the show Mostly Walking, that having one team member absent affects the 

overall performance. It is clearly seen in the VOD where the two remaining team members 

attempts to fill the role of the missing team member and that his absence also affects the 

task of completing the old and illogical game. 

6.1.2 WittzGirl’s stage 

WittzGirl stream differs quite a lot from Day[9]s in that it encompasses more Twitch.tv related 

features. WittzGirls stage consists of several different interface elements which includes 

more than just the main game window and webcam window. Looking back at when WittzGirl 

first started out we can see that a lot of features are not present which are today. I will begin 

by describing WittzGirls first stage, since her stage has kept a very similar style this entire 

time. 

 

First stage 

WittzGirls very first live streaming stage consisted of five interface elements. These are the 

game window, the webcam window, a section dedicated to advertising WittzGirl on YouTube 

and Twitter as well as an area with the game that is currently being played. She also has a 

“Newest Follower” window as well as some fan art in the bottom right corner. The main 

game window is position to the left center of the streaming window acting as the center of 

visual attention. Webcam and other set pieces are allocated to the right-hand side and 

bottom of the screen. With the webcam at the top right and game's box art below it (see 

Figure 6). The interface is not very stylized with a matching background color. WittzGirl also 

has a couple of overlays, similar to Day[9], which acts as pre show screens and end show 

screens. 
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Figure 6. Renae Plays [Episode 1 – 2]. Day3 - Spyro the Dragon. (Renae, “WittzGirl”, Wittenkeller, 2014) 

 

During the interview with WittzGirl I asked about the very first streaming interface she used 

and how she got started. Turns out that WittzGirl based her very first interface on other 

streams and made it herself using Photoshop. She wanted to achieve a balance between 

information vital to the stream while still keeping it as clutter free as possible. As mentioned 

previously, game interfaces are designed with the main game view being the center of 

attention. Reducing the interface to not clutter or cover up this central view is vital to a 

immersive and functional game interface (Adams, E. 2010).  

WittzGirls earlier stages were unique to each game she streamed with matching 

colors and game box art. However, as time progressed, she realized that as she wanted a 

more generic interface for each console she played on. That is one for the Nintendo 3DS 

and one for other consoles. As for the reason for using fewer more generic interfaces 

instead of one for each game she said it was because of convenience. We will see this kind 

of console specific interface evolve as time progressed. As for features, at this early stage of 

WittzGirls streaming career we see a limited amount of Twithc.tv features since she was not 

yet partnered with Twitch. This means that she only had access to the Following feature. 

This Following feature is as mentioned represented by the New Follower window at the 

bottom of the screen (see Figure 6). 

 

Social front 

Change from several specific interface layouts to fewer more generic once is similar to how 

Goffman describes the creation and existence of different social fronts. We can view 

WittzGirls stream interface as social fronts, parts of the stage, which she creates. She later 

found that it would be more convenient to take on fewer fronts for more generalized 

purposes. The fact that she based her front on other streams meant that she selected from 

already existing front which later developed into her own front. This kind of social front 

stretches further and covers behavior and actions as well. Streamers present a certain side 

when performing during a stream. How different this front is compared to their backstage 

self’s is completely up to them (Goffman 1990). However, there are certain actions which 
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WittzGirl does which are very similar to other streamers, as well as Day[9]. One example of 

this is the way they treat newcomers to their streams. At this stage WittzGirl did not have 

access to Subscribers so every new follower and or viewer acts as an important step in 

reaching that goal. Usually, welcoming newcomers by personally greeting them or 

mentioning their user names is very common. This is seen in both participants actions and 

behavior patterns. Such actions become more regular and varied with the addition of 

different features. It is a front which WittzGirl learned to become more accustomed to as 

gained experience as a live performer. 

 

Current stages 

WittzGirls current stage/stages keeps a similar style and somewhat similar positioning of 

certain interface elements but with the addition of a lot more features and stylization. First it 

must be said that most of WittzGirls streams center around games for the Nintendo 3Ds 

system which has two screens. Therefore, the current stage must include a secondary 

window, the small window to the top right, for that second screen (see Figure 7). We still see 

different set pieces which have existed throughout the development of her stages such as 

the social media logos (it rotates several social media such as YouTube, Twitter and 

Instagram) in the bottom left corner below the main game window. We also see a couple of 

new features which include the recent activities list (below the webcam window), the Bit cup 

(in the middle below the main game window) and the Bit boss icon and health bar (in the 

bottom left corner). These features have evolved over time and most of them are extensions 

to existing Twithc.tv features. WittzGirl chose to represent them in this way due to certain 

trends, as she describes it.  

  

I like the new cup from StreamLabs because it has a ton of stuff in addition to Bits, 

Follows, Subs, etc. The old bit cup was definitely just another Twitch trend, people 

just go into the goofy physics of the bits, I guess it was like a mini game people made 

out of being able to additionally support a stream. - WittzGirl 

 

 
Figure 7. Dailies in Butts + PWP /Working in The Wood. (Renae, “WittzGirl”, Wittenkeller, 2017) 
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Continuing with other notable interface changes. We can see that the background has 

stayed kind of the same with minor difference in hue and shade of purple. We can also see 

that all windows have a distinct border to encapsulate them and distinguish them from the 

background. We can see the removal of the New Follower window. When asked why 

WittzGirl recalled that it was because the Followers feature was being abused by some 

viewers. “I used to also have a newest follower really early in but removed it relatively quickly 

because people would make up inappropriate names just to get it on the screen.” - WittzGirl. 

This showcases a great example of how some features on Twitch which exists to aid the 

streamer and his or her community actually hurts their streams. In this case, since WittzGirl 

is running a more family friendly stream, she structures her stream so that it can maintain 

that kind of environment. Thus, the removal of the Newest Following feature. 

 

Expectations 

I mentioned earlier that certain expectations were placed on Day[9] in regards to his stage 

and streaming interface. Similar expectations can be found in WittzGirl case. Although 

similar expectations are placed on WittzGirl in regard to having vital elements such as a 

webcam, other expectations more in line with her content are also present. In order to 

understand these expectations placed on WittzGirl I must first describe the sub culture she is 

part of.  

WittzGirl is what some would describe as a Poké tuber or Poké streamer, meaning 

that her primary content centers around the Pokémon franchise of Game Boy and Nintendo 

3DS games. Within this community of established Poké streamers there are sub groups and 

one of these is Shiny hunters. Which is an activity within the game where you look for rare 

color variants of Pokémon with in the game. Now, to the expectations placed on her by the 

audience.  

The audience has certain expectations of what a Shiny hunters stage should look like 

or at least that certain interface elements should be present. In his case I am talking about 

the small yellowish figures to the right and left-hand side of her webcam window (see image 

10). Above these are a number indicating how many encounters WittzGirl has attempted to 

find that certain variant of shiny Pokémon. These numbers and figures are essential 

information for the audience to understand the task of shiny hunting, and more importantly 

how much effort WittzGirl has put into it. Without these elements, which are only present 

during Shiny hunting performances, the audience would be left in the dark. This also ties into 

dramatization since these numbers can be seen as representations of effort or attempts. The 

audience expectations are so high that having a webcam showing WittzGirl performing the 

task is not enough but, as in this case, a level of progress must also be presented. There is 

no doubt that WittzGirls stage is carefully planned to incorporate these expectations.  

 

Several stages 

This is not the only stage WittzGirl performs on. She has a very distinct and different stage 

with different elements. She uses this stage when she plays two Nintendo 3Ds games at 

once (see Figure 8).  
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Figure 8. Double Chikorita Hunting! Island Scan  Res/SRs + HGSS SRs!! | Splat. (Renae, “WittzGirl”, 

Wittenkeller, 2017) 

 

Here we see a very large difference in the way windows are structured and placed. We also 

see a similar decision making process Day[9] goes through with his stage. We can see that 

the recent activity list has had to be removed, based on the amount of clutter I would say 

that it is due to limitations in screen space. However, we can also see that some features are 

kept such as the Bit boss bar, Bit cup and the Social media labels. During the interview with 

WittzGirl we talked about the features of Twitch and, as previously mentioned, trends. 

WittzGirl mentioned that some of the features that emerge due to trends tends to be quite 

“gimmicky”. When asked about these gimmicky features she replied that most cheering 

related features such as the Bit boss or the Bit cup tend to exist to give the audience an 

incentive to cheer more. WittzGirl shared her thoughts about these incentives and features.  

 

...it's no secret these kinds of things exist to incentivize cheering. At the end of the 

day with an inconsistent income I think streamers are always coming up with new 

ways to do so while making it fun. Because no one is required to cheer but they can if 

they want. And I like to think that I am not very pushy about cheering either. - 

WittzGirl 

 

In the light of this, choosing between removing the cheering related features of the interface 

or removing the list keeping track of them seems obvious. It would seem it comes down to 

space and incentive since the Bit boss bar and Bit cup takes up relatively little screen space. 

They also provide more of a fun way of interacting and support the stream which the list 

does not.  

6.1.3 Comparing the two streamers stages 

Some of the obvious difference between the two streamers stages have already been 

mentioned. I have already pointed out the minimalistic compared to more window based 
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interfaces. However, one of the biggest differences between the two streams is how they 

treat the in-built features of Twitch.tv.  

 

Differences in features 

The features, specifically, are Subscriptions, Re-subscription, Followers, Donations and 

Cheering. If we look at Day[9] first we can clearly see that Day[9] has no specific 

announcements or interface elements which represent these features at all. During the 

observation I noticed that Day[9] occasionally announces new Subscribers, Re-subscribers 

and Cheers by himself so clearly there is a background system tracking these, Day[9] just 

does not chose to show this information. Comparing this to WittzGirls representation of these 

features we can see a drastic difference. She represents these features with a list, as 

mentioned earlier, as well as small animation with audio and small voiced responses by her 

(see Figure 9). These representations occur every time someone enacts the conditions to 

trigger any of these features. That is when a viewer decides to Subscriber, Re-subscribe, 

Follow or use Bits to Cheer for the stream. Meaning that these announcements happened 

somewhat regularly in Wittzgirls case.  

 

 
Figure 9. Dailies in Butts + PWP /Working in The Wood. (Renae, “WittzGirl”, Wittenkeller, 2017) 

 

Going back to Day[9]. As for the reason behind not using some form of notation based 

system which does these announcements for him. Based on the data I could find several 

reasons for this. First, we know that Day[9] has a rather large following based on viewer 

ratings and follower on Twitch.tv and other media channels. We also see how WittzGirl 

handle these announcements and that each announcement takes a certain amount of time 

to finish its audio and animation. In WittzGirl case she also takes her time to personally reply 

to each and every single announcement made (see Figure 9). Based on this it would appear 

that if such a system would be to be implemented Day[9] would receive an influx of 

notifications at a much larger rate then we see in WittzGirls case. If the length of each 

announcement would be similar to how WittzGirl chose to conduct hers, Day[9]s would 

spend more time replying and receiving these announcements then he would be actually 
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playing or conducting his own stream. Second, we can observe, from WittzGirl stream, that 

the announcements and it's included animation takes up a considerable amount of screen 

space. This would further lead to problems I mentioned earlier of where to place certain 

elements of his streaming interface.  

 

Incentive 

Continuing with the features and reasons they exist. We know from the interview with 

WittzGirl that these “gimmicky” features create more of an incentive for viewers to support 

the stream. Then we, again, look at Day[9] stream and notice that the incentive seems to 

already be there or at least be strong enough for his audience to spend money on his stream 

and support his stream for years. An example is when Day[9] made a quick announcement 

of new and re-subscribers where one viewer had been subscribed to Day[9] for a very long 

time. “... Omg Ept3, 51 months in a row. Omg so glorious... ” - Day[9] from the VOD “Owlboy 

in the afternoon, Heroes in the evening!” Time: 1:01:48. Several viewers were announced 

with even larger numbers but this shows a certain dedication from Day[9]’s audience which 

is willing to support him for this amount of time. Looking back at WittzGirls stream we can 

see must treat every new viewer with a certain respect and uses the features and 

announcements to increase their incentive to join her community, and staying. The effort put 

in to increase this incentive is different between the two participants. Day[9]’s larger 

community provides its own incentive and thus reducing his need for such incentive focused 

interface elements. 

 

Show structure 

There is also a difference in what kind of streaming shows these two streamers conduct. 

Day[9] run, as mentioned, several shows on a weekly basis and they differ in structure and 

goal. As an example we see the show Hearthstone Decktacular which is a show where 

Day[9] plays Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2014). In this show 

the goal or purpose revolves around Day[9] constructing, learning and showing the audience 

a particular Hearthstone deck. This is done in a particular order and often start with Day[9] 

introducing the deck and then builds it and goes over what cards he chooses to put in it. 

Then sever test games are played with the deck and in between he changes and adapts the 

deck to his liking. It is clear that Day[9] changes his usual more relaxed format in this show 

to focus more on providing the viewers with knowledge and teaching the viewer how to play 

the deck with him. It must be said that normal Day[9] banter and strange conversation topics 

still occur during this but there is a more structured segmentation of the show. This can be 

seen again in the show Mostly Walking which I covered earlier.  

Comparing this to how WittzGirls streams are conducted we can see a rather large 

difference in that WittzGirl does not have what she would call regular shows. Instead she 

played the games she feels like playing. This is true for Day[9] as well but Day[9] restrains 

his urge  to play whatever he wants for the purpose of putting on his weekly shows. This is 

not to say that there is no regularity or structure to WittzGirls streams but they are not 

outright shows with a limited time and conclusions. WittzGirl have somewhat regular streams 

recurring and since her game roster is composed of about 3 to 4 games on a weekly basis. 

Leading to her playing a lot of similar games, in this case being the Pokémon games to the 

Nintedo 3DS and Animal Crossing: New Leaf (Nintendo, 2012).  

What becomes apparent, however, is the fact that Day[9] has the resources and 

structure to differentiate by running these shows. The shows have pre-determined planning 
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and Mostly Walking have arranged gusts, which are the same guests every time. This sort of 

preparation is not as obvious in WittzGirls streams. WittzGirls stream can be seen as more 

of a relaxed space where she spends time socializing with her audience while at the same 

time playing games. We have seen WittzGirl stream evolve over time and as time 

progressed both the stream and WittzGirl became more professional and experienced at 

running a stream on Twitch.tv. “I feel so much more comfortable now, it makes me enjoy it 

more. I think I felt like I had to put on a show in the past, and now I look at the stream as 

more of a hangout place for both me and my viewers.” - WittzGirl. 

6.2 Performance 

I will now continue by comparing the performance of both streamers. I will analyze them 

using Goffman's dramaturgical terms in the sense of performance, actors and how they 

behave on stream and in front of an audience. I have previously mentioned that the stream 

and its interface acts as part of a stage and the elements as set pieces of this stage. I also 

mentioned briefly that the interfaces the streamers construct can be seen as part of their 

front. If we take a more in depth look at how the two streamers behave and present 

themselves in front of their audience we start to see similarities as well as differences.  

6.2.1 Audience expectations 

First of all, we can clearly see that both of the participants have over time made their 

streams, and how they act there, their own place. Even though they are acting in front of an 

audience they are acting amongst friends and stranger alike. It is evident in how both 

participants communicate and interact with their audience. “I don’t see the chat as like one 

person. It is just like … chat being here… it is like a warm fuzzy place. A place where you go 

which always puts you in a good mood.” - Day[9] from the VOD “Owlboy in the afternoon, 

Heroes in the evening!” Time: 1:31:25. On this note, however, they still present a front during 

their streams which they otherwise would not. This can be seen in the interview with 

WittzGirl where I asked about certain aspects of acting in front of her audience and if certain 

things differ when she is live and not live. WittzGirl mentioned that she wants her stream to 

be a family friendly place. This places certain expectations on her as an actor and on the 

audience. These expectations which Goffman explain is an essential part of how individual 

as actors idealize and play to the benefit of the audience. WittzGirl have mentioned that she 

avoids doing certain thing or play certain games since they attract the attention of certain 

audiences which she does not want to take part in the performance she is giving. This is 

because this audience tends to also bring with it expectations that the streamer should 

perform at a certain level of the particular game in question (Goffman. 1990). If this is not the 

case or, as in WittzGirls case, if the performer is rather new to this form of act then negativity 

can arise leading to an unpleasant viewing experience for other members of the audience. 

This quote summarizes WittzGirl view on the topic of playing certain games on stream and 

others off stream.  

 

...I will avoid playing certain games on stream if I think it'll be a problem. I don't like 

playing competitive games super often on stream and I don't typically play games 

that I'm not knowledgeable on that I know have a big following. The problem is that 

some games just ask for more backseat gaming and judging from the chat so I try to 
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avoid those if i can. But, the games I play on stream I also play a ton on my own. - 

WittzGirl 

 

We see WittzGirl choosing to avoid certain games for the benefit of her audience. This leads 

also to the topic of dramatization.  

6.2.2 Dramatization 

It quickly becomes evident that certain actions and behaviors are exaggerated with a certain 

level of dramatization. Example of this from the data are over exaggerated reactions, 

welcoming new subscribers or as certain points keeping the stream positive and happy. In 

WittzGirls case this kind of dramatization is not uncommon. One example of where certain 

actions WittzGril does on stream are not as visible is when she is playing on a Nintendo 3DS 

game and viewers ask questions related to what she is doing or how she can play those 

kinds of games on a computer (hence the Pokémon and Animal Crossing games are not 

available on PC). In response WittzGirl have to explain how the Nintendo 3DS is set up to 

capture her screen and in certain cases show the Nintendo 3DS(s) up in front of the 

webcam. Since the devices are not in the webcam view the viewers have no way of knowing 

this in advance, especially if they are new viewers to her stream. We see a clear response 

from new viewers who only sees a game being played and a webcam with a person talking 

and chatting. Here it clearly would benefit WittzGirl stream if these actions were dramatized 

in some fashion. Instead of these constant questions becoming a disruption to her 

performance they could be removed by providing more transparency. This sort of remarks 

are rare in Day[9]’s case since he only plays PC games on his stream. The audience rarely 

questions Day[9]’s methods of controlling or playing a game. The few remarks that I have 

observed regarded if Day[9] was using a controller or mouse and keyboard to play a game. 

A similar behavior occurred where Day[9] raised his control in front of the webcam and 

showed how he controlled the game. Here we see a difference but a difference which comes 

from the fact that WittzGirl streams from a device which most viewers did not know could be 

streamed from. Furthermore, WittzGirl and Day[9] both have behaviors, which occur 

frequently, where they dramatize their performance and add on an expected layer of actions 

which the audience might expect. This dramatization varies and by no means do they 

behave in an identical way. Taking Day[9] as an example we can see that even though most 

of his stream is the result of him just doing what he wants to and behaving like he wants to. 

We still see moments where the way he expresses himself is vastly over dramatizes 

compared to other occasions. During the VOD’s Day[9] might have moments of intense 

laughter and over exaggerated fear, hope or excitement combined with loud outbursts. 

6.2.3 Idealization 

I have already mentioned that the streamers adapt their performances based on their 

audience expectations. Over most of the VOD Day[9] enacts this outgoing and funny 

character which his audience enjoys to great extent. Based on the amount of response 

Day[9] get when these dramatized and overplayed behaviors occur. As well as the use of the 

custom emotes made specifically for these kinds of moments, by the chat as a response it is 

clear that this is but one aspect of what Day[9]’s audience enjoys. The situation is rather 

similar in WittzGirls case. She also has moments of extreme dramatization and idealization 

when she does her Pokémon streams. In these streams, she hunts for very rare Pokémon 
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some of which have very small odds of appearing. When this happens, she reacts in 

extreme and often loud ways. According to WittzGirl these reactions are true in nature, as 

the reaction is an actual reaction and not staged, while the dramatization of it is something 

that is added for audience benefit. “I mean I probably wouldn't run out of the room screaming 

if I was shiny hunting alone haha...” - WittzGirl. In whatever way, certain actions and 

behaviors are dramatized they fulfill a certain ideal view the streamer has. This view stems 

from the streamers understanding of their audience expectations. Audiences of the 

Pokémon Shiny hunting sub community of Twitch.tv expects certain reactions and outburst 

when such occasions are appropriate. In WittzGirls case these reactions are rather rare 

since normally during her performances she does not exaggerate her behaviors to such an 

extent. In Day[9]’s case such extreme outburst are more frequent but not quite as extreme. 

Day[9] plays on the notion of having a frequent dramatized performance while WittzGirl 

keeps these dramatizations for occasions when the audience expects it. Such dramatization 

which are based on certain ideals are essential to both of the streamers performances. 

6.2.4 Expressive control 

Both streams certainly have examples of how these kinds of gestures come into play during 

their performances. They both control for certain actions while other slip through and are 

exposed to the audience. A common trend amongst both streamers is that during their 

streams they need to consume both beverages and food since their streams last over 4 to 5 

hours with short breaks. Eating and drinking is often done in a somewhat discreet manner. 

With drinks and food not being seen on screen but are often tucked away at the sides or 

preventing noise from eating or drinking. These are all signs of Expressive control where the 

streamers hide these necessities for the audience. The few moments where they actually 

reach for their food or drink are often during low activity segment of the game they are 

playing or when they have short breaks. This gesture is still very small where they lean of to 

the side of the webcam window to consume the food. 

 This attempt to keep the consumption of certain food related items off to the side it a 

clear sign that they attempt to control when and how they conduct these actions. These 

actions do not occur during the interaction moment such as during a conversation or when 

greeting a new Subscriber. Thus, the interference such action would bring to the 

performance is reduced. Obviously, there are occasions when a viewer happens to 

Subscribe just as the streamer is eating or drinking and as such they have to quickly revert 

from that action to respond. Going back to previous observations about how such feature 

related actions are handled. WittzGirls notifications certainly leaves little control of when they 

should occur. As such she can be surprised by the amount and frequency of such events. 

Comparing this to Day[9] handles such events it provides much more of a controlled way of 

responding and showing gratitude to dedicated viewers. 

Expressive control also covered other forms of outbursts which might be 

inappropriate for the performance in question. However, I believe that these outbursts which 

I have mentioned earlier are part of what makes the performance and therefore should not 

be viewed as inappropriate.  

Set pieces and other interface related problems are also part of this control. It has 

been pointed out earlier that set pieces might need to be adjusted or tweaked during the 

performance, especially true in Day[9]’s case. However, both streamers encounter this 

problem to some extent whether it is audio or screen specific problems. These kinds of ‘on 

the fly’ solutions lead to a form of disruption of the performance. In the VODs I have 
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observed we still find that the streamers prepare a lot before they stream and attempts to 

account for these mishaps. This shows that although they attempt to control their 

environment, whether it be of a more behavioral nature to a more technical and settings 

based one they both put in a lot of effort in making the stream run as smoothly as possible. 
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7.Discussion 

Twitch.tv, as previously mentioned, attracts a vivid range of communities which thrive on the 

digital platform. Twitch.tv act as this medium where several field intertwine. We see 

entertainers and content creators flock to a highly interactive platform compared to other 

UGC sites such as YouTube. We also see that, in the case of Twitch.tv, games are the focus 

and that a lot of communities are formed around certain games and certain ways of playing 

these games (Kaytou et al. 2012; Nascimento et al. 2014; Hamilton et al. 2014). Twitch.tv 

acts as this third link in an already established patterns for content creators where a lot of 

them are shifting their focus on live streaming. In my study, the two participants started out 

as YouTube focused content creators but with the rise and popularity of Twitch they not 

focus more on their streaming careers. Evident as they are both “full time” live streamers 

which later get uploaded to YouTube.  

Streaming might seem as something which is easy and simple. Twitch.tv provides a 

simple way for anyone to gain access to a large portal where potential viewers await. But as 

the results show live streaming is not such an easy task and requires a lot from the 

performer. Knowledge about certain technical aspect of running and setting up a stream is 

just some difficulties that a newcomer is faced with on an entry level. In this study, the focus 

has lied in how streamers structure their stage on which they perform. The advanced and 

complex set pieces used by WittzGirl, as an example, did not emerge out of nothing and it is 

clear that hard work is needed to reach the stage we see in her stream. Newcomers can 

then benefit from these results in that it provides an insight into just how much effort these 

streamers put in, even though it might not show from a viewer’s perspective. 

 Furthermore, adapting to constant expectations seems to be one of the struggles 

with being a live streamer since the audience acts as the streamers life blood. For streamers 

looking to make a living on performing in front of an audience such struggles are to be 

expected. Such performance expectations which we see the participants adapt to are similar 

to how other performers must act and innovate to maintain their audience. In the case of 

digital performances such as the once on Twitch.tv it might be even harder since the 

audience has the ability to move on to other sources of entertainment by the click of a 

button. As such first impressions are important and thus both the stage and performance 

must be maintained and be kept impressive and interesting at all times. 

With the increase of spectator E-sport and video game live streaming on the rise 

game designers would benefit from certain results of this study. Not only from a PR 

perspective but also from a longevity perspective. Designing layout elements accordingly to 

make them easier to stream or as seen in some cases being able to stream directly from 

within the game's client would ease the task of setting up a game for streaming. We see one 

participant struggle with stage prompts according to the structure of the games UI. If 

streaming a game would become easier from a performance perspective then a reduced 

setup time would benefit certain streamers and outlets when playing certain games. 

Ultimately, game developers design their games for the player and as such not assume that 

the player is going to live stream themselves playing the game. However, options for 

manipulating UI elements act as one-way streamers can control certain elements of the 

game which in some cases would not be possible. 

Goffman's dramaturgical framework has proven a useful tool for examining the 

behaviors of Twitch.tv streamer. The theory proved robust and flexible to be able to be 

applied on a more modern-day setting. Although certain aspects are not as strict today. 
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Especially seeing as Goffman’s theory is suited for face-to-face encounters with an 

audience. The stage, setting and different arrangements of a stream are very similar to how 

we structure our own environments to present a preferable front. Goffman’s theory would be 

useful for anyone seeking to analyze a performance heavy activity. But as such Goffman 

examined everyday social life which in itself is very much based on performances. It would 

be interesting to see how Goffman’s framework could be applied in other areas where other 

forms of interaction take place. It is fascinating how such an old theory stands in the modern 

world and provides such a useful analysis framework. 
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8.Conclusions 

To conclude I will summarize the results of the study as well as cover strengths and 

weaknesses, contribution and possibilities for future research. I found that the two 

participants had many differences regarding stream structure, interface design and features 

used. These differences affected their performances on several points as well as provided 

insight into how they behave during live streaming sessions. 

 First, their streams (Stages) had drastic differences regarding technical, structural 

and functional aspects. The participants maintain two very distinct and different interfaces as 

fronts for their streams and themselves. One participant uses a very minimalistic interface 

while the other uses a very stylized and practical one. Reasons for this were due to providing 

a clutter free experience for their viewers as well as obscuring certain information while 

presenting other. Some interface elements were used for economic reasons to provide 

incentive for their audience to support their streaming performance financially. Examples of 

these are the Bit boss bar and Bit cup used by one participant. Both interface designs had 

their respective drawbacks and benefits including constant adjusting of interface elements 

and limited screen space. I observed the two participants adapt their designs over time and it 

became clear that they are not only a product of their own talents and ideas but are affected 

by their audience’s expectations. The difference in interface and stage construction is clear 

and the reasons point to the difference in audience size. Other elements affected their 

performances and behaviors such as Subscriber and Re-subscriber alerts. 

 Second, the way the two participants conducted their streams differed as well. They 

both have an overall similar approach in their performances. Focusing on audience 

interaction and narrative over competitive performance. Behaviors were often dramatized as 

to stage a better performance for their audiences. These actions were connected to 

expectations from the audience which also tied into features on Twitch.tv (Subscribing and 

Re-subscribing). Through these actions, which are initiated due to these features, their 

respective fronts and behaviors become transparent. Providing insight into their performance 

and the roles they play. The performance and behavioral differences are not as distinct as 

the differences in stage structure. 

Regarding the strength and weaknesses of the approach, as the purpose of this 

study was to observe and analyze behavioral differences over time. Hence the large amount 

of observational video data. Compared to other studied with in the same field (Gandolfi. 

2016), which had a broader approach. In the light of this a larger sample size of more 

streaming participants would have been preferable for a more comparable analysis. In 

regard to that the amount of video that have been analyzed the number of hours could have 

been reduced since data saturation was reached within the 60 hours. As for interview, I 

would say that if the second interview would have been conducted a more detailed 

comparison could possibly have been made.  

This study is a contribution to the field of live streaming studies by providing certain 

insight into the interaction that takes place and how the interface of these actors is structured 

and used. The field of live streaming research is currently rather small and as such this study 

contributes to a growing body of research. This is also very interesting for the HCI field since 

it explores the interface which the spectators and performers have access to. Audiences use 

these interfaces which provides new forms of interaction amongst themselves as well as with 

the performers. 
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Future research into this area would benefit from going to the places where live 

streamers perform to get better insight into the back-stage area of these actors. Further 

categorization of different communities on Twitch.tv would also provide a better overview of 

all the different channels that exists today. With the growth of Twitch.tv and their branching 

out such studies would benefit future research into the field. Game researchers can benefit 

from the way these performers design around their interfaces and content. This would 

provide opportunities for more adaptable interfaces as well as providing insight in to how 

their players play and stream their games. 
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10.Appendices 

  

The questions are meant as point of discussion and acts as topics to cover during the 
interview. Some of the questions might not be asked in the way they are presented here. 
  
Q1: Topic: Interface and features  
  

• How did you start out with your first interface layout? 
• How did you set up your layout? 

  
• Did you design the interface? 

• If so how did you go about that? 
• What inspired the interface? 

  
• How do you adapt your interface for different games? 

• Do some games influence the design of the interface? 
• Do the interface layout influence the games you stream? 
• Does the audience influence the design of the interface? 

  
• How did you come to the kind of interface you have today? 

• What features have been added over the years? 
• Why did you add them? 

• What features have been removed? 
• If so, why were they removed? 

  
• Are there some features you avoid using? 

• If so, what features? 
• And why? 

  
• Are all the features on Twitch useful? 

• Which ones? 
• Why are they useful / not useful? 

  
• How much can you customize the feature you use? 

• If so, what can you customize? 
• If so, what have you changed? 

  

  
Q2: Community growth and control of environment 
  

• Has the way you conduct your stream changed over the years? (General question) 

  
• Do you play games differently on stream then you would do off stream? 

• If so, why? 
• If so, what is the main difference? 

  
• How do you select which game to stream? 

• How does the selection process look like? 
• What factors determines the selection of the game? 

  
• Do you ever play a game due to requests? 
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• If so, why? 
• If not, why not? 

  
• Are there some things you avoid doing on stream? (In game and in real life) 

• If so, why? 

  
• Are there things you only do on stream? 

• If so, why? 

  
• Are there something you don’t want the viewers to see when you stream? 

• If so, how do you prevent them from seeing those things?  

  
• How much is going on in the background when you stream? 

  
• Do you have any help conducting the stream? 

• If so, 
• What do they do? 
• How many are there? 
• Who assigns them? 
• Are there any criteria to becoming one? 
• Who tells them what to do? 
• What happens if they don’t do there “job”? 

  
• Do you communicate with your audience in other ways then the inbuilt Twitch chat? 

• If so, what other ways? 

  
• If you would compare how the stream was back when you started to how it is now, 

what would be the biggest difference? 

  
• Do you feel like you have control over your stream? 

• If so, what makes you feel that you have this control? 
• What do you do to maintain this control? 

  
Q3: Technical issues and control over them 
  

• How do you prepare for a streaming session? (Step by step) 
• How would you prepare to stream a new game? 

• Are there any differences? 

  
• If something goes wrong during the stream, how do you handle it? 

• How often do things go wrong? 
• When things go wrong, what is the primary reason? 

  

 


